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Always start by 
defining the goal of 

the message.

Align your CTA with 
your KPIs. “Shop Now” 

is better than “Learn 
More” if you want users 

to buy a product.

Use the PDP for the 
product in the ad as 

your destination URL. 
Your goal is to reduce 

friction in the path.

Take the extra step of 
checking character 

counts before 
submitting your copy.

Subtitling videos are a 
must. No exceptions. 

Your message should be 
conveyed without 

sound.

The first 3 secs of video 
ads are the most 

important. Add your 
branding and message 

there.

Content that 
appears native to the 
platform will almost 

always generate more 
engagement.

Browse as a user to take 
note of the prevailing 

tone in copy, as well as 
colors that stand out on 

the interface. 

Create cohesive 
messaging by 
connecting 

imagery with any 
supporting ad copy.

These best practices apply in nearly every ad unit across social platforms and will result in a 
cleaner look and stronger result.

If you’re looking for more help getting started, reach out to Rise’s expert social team.

universal creative 
best practices

https://www.riseinteractive.com/about-rise/contact-us


facebook & instagram

The Basics
Keep it simple; highlight a single benefit of your product. Use varied perspectives, angles and 
layouts when arranging a group of products to make for a striking image.

Test lifestyle vs. product imagery to find your brand’s fit.

On video ads, use flashy, attention-grabbing content for top-of-funnel; GIFs and promotional 
content for bottom-of-funnel. 

Instant Experience Ads
The logo or name of your product or company should be visible within the first screen - the 
header is best.

Combine photos, videos and text - varied components tend to get more attention.

Add a CTA button or image linking to your website on each screen.

Use interactive features like tilt-to-pan to stand out.

DATA: One Rise client 
tested video vs. static 
carousel cards and saw 
11% higher ROAS and 
34% higher CTR for 
video. Give it a try!
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Dynamic Product Ads
Avoid promoting out-of-stock products.

Larger product sets = more opportunity for Facebook to deliver your strongest ads.

Optimize on purchase and registration events (lower-funnel events that drive results).

Carousel Best Practices 
For Story carousels, 3 cards are ideal length. Capture 
attention in the first frame and color and copy to keep user’s 
interest. Don’t use 
unnecessary stickers that 
look unnatural or clutter 
your creative.

Creative should be 
cohesive - take 
images and/or 

videos from the 
same shoot or that 
feel similar to each 

other.

Use a start card, 
but don’t clutter it 
with text; you will 

sacrifice 
engagement.

Show the 
best-performing 

Carousel cards first. 
Opt-out if this ad is 

telling a story!

Use unique 
headlines and link 

descriptions for 
each card.

The description 
isn’t always visible; 

only include 
non-essential 
information. 

“Rise Interactive is an innovative digital marketing agency with a test and learn mindset, a relentless focus on 
dynamic and signal driven targeting, as well as a robust understanding of the value of creative. These traits allow 
them to utilize Facebook to drive true business outcomes for their clients and drive their business forward.” 
- JaBari Holland, Partner Manager, Facebook



linkedin
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The Basics
This is a place where thought leadership matters most. Position yourself as a 
destination for information.

Avoid corporate language or complicated acronyms. Keep it simple and encourage a 
conversation with users (bonus points if you can start that conversation with a surprising 
statistic).

Use rich media, like YouTube, Vimeo, or SlideShare videos, which play directly in a user’s feed.

Video Ads 

Show what you want your audience to see in 
the first 10 seconds of the video. 

Best-performing imagery often includes 
infographics and/or lifestyle imagery. Test 
both against each other when your 
message allows and monitor Video View 
Rate.

Determine video length based on your goals: 
videos < 30 secs perform best for brand 
awareness and consideration goals, while 
longer video content can be tested for 
conversion generation.Ad Copy Must-Haves 

Add a clear CTA to the copy that 
complements the CTA in the image.

Make your message mobile-friendly by 
keeping introduction copy under 150 
characters and headlines under 70 
characters.

Analyze industry news instead of just sharing 
it. Take this as an opportunity to showcase 
your unique point-of-view.

Frequency Caps 
Up to 4 posts can be pushed into your target 
audience’s feed every 48 hours, so start with 
4-5 creatives per audience.

Rotate in 1-2 posts every 1-2 weeks using 
different copy and/or images to create 
variation (no need to start from scratch!)

Carousel Ads 
Leverage existing content with a similar 
theme together, or deconstruct a large piece 
of content into carousel cards.

Start with 3-5 cards in your carousel, and test 
adding more cards from there.

If you tell a story, place the main value add or 
call-to-action in the final card to encourage 
your audience to swipe through the whole 
carousel. If not telling a story, test the order 
of your cards for conversion.
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The right cat food 
can mean up to 10% 
longer dental health, 
higher energy, and 8% 
longer lifespan.

Download report 
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twitter

The Basics
Use text overlays on images 
to add branding.

Emphasize urgency (i.e. 
“Today only!” “Only a few 
seats left!”) Twitter moves 
quickly, and this language 
resonates well.

Video Ads
Tweets with video attract as 
much as 10x more 
engagement than tweets 
without video, and 6x more 
retweets.

Keep in-stream videos <6 
secs, promoted videos <15 
secs. 

Include your branding in the 
first 3 secs - people will see it 
before you’ve even had to 
pay for a view.

Writing Copy
Don’t let the 280 character 
limit fool you. Brevity is still 
king on Twitter. Aim for <100.

Make a clear connection 
with the copy and 
accompanying video/image.

Hashtags are a way to drive 
conversation, harness 
consumer loyalty, and gain 
attention. 

Ask questions. People go to 
Twitter for dialogue; this is an 
opportunity to get your 
audience talking.
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MEH...
The copy is too long and has been 
truncated on some devices.

As a static image with no overlays, it doesn’t attract 
attention as much as other creative would.

Copy doesn’t include much urgency.

BETTER!
The creative has been adapted to tell a stronger story 
via video.

Hashtags invite users into a conversation.

Branding is included in the beginning frames.

Copy relates directly to the imagery.

CAT FOOD PLUS
Looking for cat food with strong 
reviews? Try the #1 brand that...

CAT FOOD PLUS
Food your cat would rate #5paws. 
Try Cat Food Plus now for 15% off.



tiktok

The Basics
Choose your best video assets that have received 
positive results from previous marketing campaigns.

Use video that shows people using your product.

Less is more. Highlight one central message with 
impactful imagery.

If you are creating a new video, keep it to 15 secs.

Video Ads
Use a straight-forward storyline with a punchy 
message in the first 3 secs.

Videos with voice-over or music drive better results.

Speed is key! Watch TikTok content (if you haven’t 
yet) to get a feel for its pace.

TikTok-inspired content and people speaking directly 
to the camera are significantly stronger at driving 
key metrics.

Play with Branded Effects - they can be a great way 
to draw attention to your product while letting your 
ad feel natural.
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It’s so new, but growing so quickly... how do I know if 
TikTok is the right place for my brand to advertise?
Great question. If you haven’t checked it out yet, Rise has shared a few tips to get you 
oriented to TikTok’s advertising capabilities: 

- Infographic | Is TikTok relevant to my brand?
- Browse the available TikTok ad formats.

Want to talk through your options? As a TikTok for Business Agency Partner, Rise is 
uniquely positioned to guide you through this process. Reach out to us for information.

https://www.riseinteractive.com/blog/is-tiktok-relevant-to-my-brand
https://www.riseinteractive.com/blog/a-guide-to-ad-formats-on-tiktok


pinterest

The Basics
Add your logo to every pin but don’t distract from the main imagery. 
Avoid the lower right corner where product icons appear.

Plan your content to align with seasonal moments throughout the year.

Create consistency between the pin and landing page experience for 
better conversion rates.

Video Ads
Pick a strong cover image to show up in the feed that highlights your product.

Use the time to tell a story! Videos with a beginning, middle, and end can hold a viewer’s 
attention much longer than shots spliced together (ex. tutorials).

DATA: For one Rise 
client, pins with 
calls-to-action in a 
text overlay drove 
6% more sales lift.
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Carousel Ads
Similar to a standard promoted pin, 
ensure a carousel’s title card 
contains strong brand, CTA, and 
context to communicate your 
message as quickly as possible.

Minimum 2, maximum 5 images.

Writing Copy
Align your copy and CTAs with the 
campaign objective.

Include concise call-outs to 
highlight unique product 
benefits.

Don’t use more than 30% of an 
image with text overlays.

Optimize for search by adding 
keywords to the title and 
description copy.

Prioritize the first 30-35 
characters in your titles, and the first 
50-60 characters in your 
descriptions - that’s what will always 
show up on feeds.

CAT FOOD PLUS

FOOD YOUR CATS 
WILL RATE 5 PAWS.

TRY NOW FOR 15% OFF



snapchat

The Basics
Add a Hero image to the opening frame.

Avoid placing logos or essential graphics in the 150px at the top and bottom of the image.

4 cards are an optimal length for Snap stories.

Only provide a swipe-up link on the final card to ensure maximum watch time.

Remember that your image will be converted into a video of 5-second duration.

Video Ads
Establish brand moment within the first 2 secs to maximize ad awareness, but avoid opening 
on a solid frame with a logo or product shot only. Opening with dynamic footage provides a 
moment to hook viewers!

Keep ad creative simple and concise with a clear key message in the first 6 secs.

Try creating filters and AR lenses so the users can interact and engage with your brand.

Keep traditional TV in mind when it comes to creative (think tutorials and educational content 
instead of promotions). The screen is now vertical and the user is even more leaned in.

Brand name must match the paying Advertiser whose products or services are being 
advertised.

Collection Ads
Collection Ads are made-for-commerce ad types that allow you to feature a series of products 
that Snapchatters can tap to get more details.

Collection Ads can be created dynamically with the contents of uploaded Product Catalogs, or 
manually with tile images uploaded specifically for the Collection Ad.

LONG-FORM VIDEO
Vertical orientation is preferred.

Include branding within the first 
2 secs.

Drop into immediate action 
with a compelling element, like 
a reveal or brand iconography.

Creative should be kept clear, 
concise, and linear.
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SWIPE
UP!



reddit

The Basics
Be sure to submit a thumbnail image (company 
logo, image, or something that identifies your 
brand) for promoted video or image posts. It 
should be simple and eye-catching, with no 
small unreadable text or designs.

A successful ad on Reddit has an engaging, 
informal headline.

Writing Copy
Be transparent, direct, and conversational.

Reddit users are largely smart and tech-savvy, so 
don’t try to be sneaky with old-fashioned 
marketing tactics. They won’t buy it!

Avoid superlatives like “BEST EVER” or “#1 
product” which will invite negative responses.

Play with pop culture and humor in reference 
and address the community directly.
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Hey r/catdads, sick of your cat’s complaints 
about dinner? Give Cat Food Plus a try 
and get on their good side again. 

contact 
rise

The right message to the right user at the 
right time - we make it look easy.
What every savvy marketer knows to be true is that successful 
digital media campaigns don’t rely on luck or a set-it-and-forget-it 
mindset; real business results are driven by the data-centered 
strategists that plan for them. Rise can get you there with creative 
testing, audience strategies, and world-class technology that has 
proven to boost client revenue by as much as 124%.

“Reddit has been working with Rise Interactive for the past two years to help put community insights and culture 
at the heart of their strategic recommendations. The team at Rise understands the value of community and how 
to leverage its power on behalf of their brands - they were among the first to recognize the shift from 
individual-centric social to passion and interest group-focussed behavior, and have harnessed these realities 
through a deep understanding Reddit’s role in the social space. We love working with Rise - they’re thoughtful, 
collaborative and always seek to get the best from their partnerships, which ultimately delivers the best, most 
meaningful results for their clients.” - Danielle Beattie, Senior Brand Partner, Reddit 

https://www.riseinteractive.com/about-rise/contact-us



